A line of Motorcycle Touring Luggage that riders can depend on!
T-Bags combine convenience, quality and versatility

Materials used in every T-Bag are the finest available

Lifetime Warranty for T-Bags

Zodiac represents over 40 years of experience in developing, supplying and distributing the highest quality replacement parts and accessories for Harley-Davidson motorcycles.

www.zodiac.nl
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T-BAGS DEKKER II BAG FOR TOUR-PAK RACK

With its rigid construction, the Dekker II motorcycle travel bag always looks good on your bike. Its contoured top expands by 3” (7.5cm) by a handy fold-out, zippered wall. With its five internal mesh pockets, two large side pockets and an external organizer for tire gauges and maps, the Dekker II will keep you organized when you’re on the road. Measures 13 1/2” (34cm) by 27” (68cm) by 14” (35cm) and utilizes four quick release mounting straps and eight bungee loop and D-ring tie-down points for added stability. Features a semi-detachable top carrying handle which hides in a separate storage compartment when not in use and a reflective bungee-bottom cover for protection in any weather and added visibility. Designed to fit the OEM Premium Tour-Pak rack.

749451 Dekker II bag

Note: All T-Bags products come with a Lifetime Warranty.
**T-BAGS RAVEN SOFTBAG**

The Raven is a soft bag with an irregular shape and a rubberized arch bottom that minimizes slippage and conforms to the mounting surface as it is tightened. Lots of storage capacity in an attractive low profile bag that fits most Harley-Davidson models. The main chamber has a large zipper opening with rain fly for easy loading, and has four external flat zipper pockets for quick access to important items. Also features a hidden handle in a separate zipper pocket for easy transport, a hidden bungee bottom rain cover with a strap passing through to avoid rain cover loss and two separate non-attached D-rings provide added mounting options. A separately available Top Bag is available in a fixed or expandable version.

The Main bag measures 15” (38cm) by 20” (51cm) at the bottom and 27” (69cm) by 7” (18cm) at the top. The top bags measures 13” (33cm) by 11” (28cm) at the bottom and 16” (41cm) by 3” (8cm) at the top (non-expanded).

**T-BAGS HORSESHOE SOFTBAG**

This large, soft Horseshoe bag securely attaches to your luggage rack with six strong hook and loop straps, then folds flat for storing. The Horseshoe’s rubber bottom protects your rack from scratches. Made of tough 1680d nylon with UV inhibitors for sun protection. Features two large external bags for gear, water bottles and other larger items, and two mesh external bags for maps and other smaller items. An attached bungee-bottom rain cover stores in its own pocket and has a carrying handle for easy transport. Bag measures 21” (54cm) wide, 10” (25cm) high and 14” (36 cm) deep.

**Note:** Only fits OEM H-D Premium and Air Wing Tour-Pak racks.

749453 Horseshoe bag

---

**Custom Travel Bags**

749454 Raven main bag
749467 Raven top bag
749469 Raven expandable top bag
**T-BAGS ROUTE 66 SADDLE ROLL**

With its patented Universal Mounting System, the motorcycle Saddle Roll fits any backrest from 7” (18cm) to 14” (36cm) wide. The internal rain liner keeps your gear dry and allows you to use the Saddle Roll to carry ice and soft drinks for the road thanks to its high-density closed cell foam. Rigid design will allow the bag to retain its shape when empty, while the bungee loops and quick-release security straps provide added stability and cargo tie-down. Dual external side pockets allow easy storage of smaller items. Measures 16 1/2” (42cm) long and a 9” (23cm) diameter.

**Note:** Designed for use with Route 66 Roller bag or directly on a luggage rack.

749458 Saddle Roll

---

**T-BAGS ROUTE 66 ROLLER BAG**

Fly-n-Ride with the Route 66 Roller Bag. At 20” (51cm) high, it meets airline regulations for carry-on luggage and it mounts to your backrest in minutes when you reach your destination. Made of tough 1680d ballistic nylon construction with high-density foam insulation, it protects your gear in the air and on the road. The bag glides smoothly on high quality ball bearing blade-type wheels, comes with a sturdy telescoping handle which disappears into its own pocket when not in use, features convenient cargo loading through either a top opening or full side opening, four quick-release, tie-down straps to eliminate load shifting, an internal organizer that keeps small items accessible, external flat map pocket and four roomy side pockets which hold small items and an instant access bungee-bottom rain cover protects your gear in any weather. Bag measures 20” (51cm) high, 16 1/2” (42cm) wide and is 9 1/2” (24cm) deep. Fits any backrest from 7” (18cm) to 14” (36cm) wide.

749466 Route 66 Roller Bag

**Note:** All T-Bags products come with a Lifetime Warranty.
**T-BAGS PET CARRIER**

With the T-Bags Pet Carrier, you’ll never have to leave your pet at home again. Designed to fit Harley-Davidson Premium, Contour or Air Wing Tour-Pak Racks. Universal Mounting System fits all backrests from 7” (18cm) to 14” (26cm) wide, no Velcro or elastic to wear out. One side fully opens to allow easy access for you and your pet, while the top and side mesh covers have full weather covers to keep him or her dry. The bottom has a foam filled, lambs wool padding for added comfort and four quick-release security straps for extra stability. Hidden padded backpack straps and carrying handle allow for easy handling. Measures 12” (31cm) by 16 1/2” (42cm) by 9” (23cm).

**Note:** These bags are too wide to fit the Indian Passenger Backrest Pad (Indian Part # 2879666-06).

749459 Pet Carrier

---

**T-BAGS WINDSHIELD MULTI POCKET BAG FOR TOURING**

Three streamlined pockets are contoured to the shape of the fairing and made of tough embossed PVC with UV inhibitors for sun protection. Fits FLH, FLHX, FLHT, FLHTC and FLHTCU thru 2013 with 4” or taller OEM windshields and installs in minutes. Bags measure 23” (58cm) by 4” (10cm) by 4 1/4” (11cm) and are intended to carry small items only.

**Note:** This bag is not 100% waterproof due to lid construction, so electronics and other sensitive items should be removed in the event of (heavy) rain.

749450 Windshield multi pocket bag

---

**Note:** All T-Bags products come with a Lifetime Warranty.
T-BAGS EXPANDABLE TRAVEL BAG
T-Bags
Expandable Travel Bag mounts to your luggage rack for added trench capacity or mounts to passenger seat to serve as a great rider backrest. Expands 5” (12.7cm) depth-wise for those cumbersome items. Universal Mounting System fits any backrest from 7” (18cm) to 14” (36cm) wide. Features organizer and four external side pockets for easy access to small items, reflective safety strips for night visibility. Padded backpack straps that stow in their own zippered compartment, quick-release security straps for added stability and a built-in bungee bottom cover for all weather protection. Comes equipped with nylon bungee loops for added cargo tie-down points and Top Roll which has its own mounting system and can be used separately. With its soft luggage design, it will fold and store easily when not in use. Bag measures 20” (51cm) high by 14” (36cm) wide by 5” (13cm) deep or 10” (25cm) expanded. Top Roll measures 14” (36cm) wide and is 10” (25cm) diameter.

Note: Luggage rack required or mount on passenger seat pad. These bags are too wide to fit the Indian Passenger Backrest Pad (Indian Part # 2879666-06).

749460 Expandable Travel Bag

T-BAGS SPACE SAVER BAG
This large, soft motorcycle bag securely attaches to your luggage rack with six strong hook and loop straps, comes with a carrying handle on each side, a shoulder strap and bungee-bottom rain cover. Features high-visibility reflective piping and easily zips down to a handy carrying size which can be stored in most saddlebags. Measures 20” (51cm) long (when extended) by 9” (29cm) high by 13 1/2” (34cm) wide.

Note: Only fits OEM H-D Premium and Air Wing Tour-Pak racks.

749456 Space saver bag
T-BAGS CROSS COUNTRY BAG

The Cross Country features a huge main storage compartment with a laptop sleeve and two mesh internal pockets. The attached large top storage compartment with lid stays provides quick access to on-road necessities. The two big side pockets are large enough for iPads and room to spare. And, large external organizer with compartments for easy access to smaller items. Includes a detachable rubberized adjustable top net for storing items on top of the bag, bungee-bottom external reflective rain cover for all weather protection, high-visibility reflective piping all around for night riding safety and carrying handles and detachable backpack straps for easy carrying when not in use. Bag measures 21 1/2” (55cm) high by 20” (51cm) wide by 10” (25cm) deep and fits backrests 7” (18cm) to 14” (36cm) wide.

Note: This bag is too wide to fit Indian Passenger Backrest Pad (Indian Part # 2879666-06 and Part # 2879666-02).

749461 Cross Country bag

T-BAGS SUPER-T TRAVEL BAG

The Super-T’s full front opening is hinged for easy access and can be fully opened for easy packing or partially opened for access on the road. It expands 5” (13cm) depth-wise for those cumbersome items. Features a rigid design that maintains shape when empty, four roomy external side pockets and organizer for easy access to small items, removable zinc plated 12 gauge steel plate which keeps bottom from sagging, four straps with quick release buckles to keep bag secure, eight bungee loops to provide extra cargo tie down, padded backpack straps which stow in their own zippered compartment making transport simple, reflective safety strip for night visibility and a built-in bungee bottom cover for all weather protection. Bag measures 20” (51cm) high, 14” (36cm) wide and depth expands from 5” (13cm) to 10” (26cm). Top Roll measures 14” (36cm) wide and 10” (25cm) diameter.

Note: Luggage rack required or mount on passenger seat pad. These bags are too wide to fit the Indian Passenger Backrest Pad (Indian Part # 2879666-06).

749462 Super-T travel bag
**T-BAGS CONVERTIBLE TRAVEL BAG**

Taking your gear with you couldn’t be easier with the Convertible Travel Bag, a slim-line backpack with reflective striping that expands into bike-mounted touring luggage. Simply attach it to your luggage rack or mount it on your passenger seat and use it as a backrest for long solo rides. Includes four roomy side pockets and an external organizer to store small items, quick-release security straps and nylon loops for bungee tie-downs to provide added stability, padded backpack straps which stow in a hidden, zippered compartment and an instant-access bungee-bottom rain cover which protects in any weather. Bag measures 18” (71cm) high, 14” (36cm) wide and depth expands from 4 1/2” (12cm) to 9” (23cm). The top roll measures 14” (36cm) wide and a 9” (23cm) diameter.

**Note:** Luggage rack required or mount on passenger seat.

749463 Convertible travel bag

---

**T-BAGS RENO BAG**

The Reno Bag keeps the things you want for everyday riding close at hand. Its zippered mesh interior lid pockets provide easy access to small items and its flex-top mesh side pockets were made to hold water bottles. Features an embossed rigid construction of tough 1680d ballistic nylon with fade resistant UV treatment, an attached bungee-bottom rain cover for all weather protection and an attached carrying handle and detachable shoulder strap to make transport easy. Bag is 12” (31cm) high, 10” (25cm) wide and 8” (20cm) deep. Fits backrests 7” (18cm) to 14” (36cm) wide.

749465 Reno bag

---

**Note:** All T-Bags products come with a Lifetime Warranty.
T-BAGS SPORTSTER BAG
The Sportster bag will fit most sport, sport-touring, and cruisers
with no backrests but it was designed with the Harley-Davidson
Sportster in mind. Fits any size rear seat/pillion, so no luggage
rack required! Being a soft-shell, the bag maintains its shape
when empty and can be used as a backpack too with its backpack
straps. Made of built-to-last and fade-resistant 1680d ballistic
nylon with self-mending coil zippers and top-quality connecting
buckles. Features a rubberized arch bottom that minimizes
slippage and conforms to the
mounting surface as it is tightened,
clear film to protect your paint, two
non-attached D-rings which can be
attached to the license plate bolts
for added mounting options, two
spacious external zippered pockets
and an expandable main compartment for 4”
(10cm) additional storage, Hi-visibility reflective trim for night
safety and a reflective, expandable, bungee bottom rain cover with
waterproof expansion zipper.
Bag measures 11 1/2” (29cm) wide at
the front, 6” (15cm) wide at the rear
and is 12” (30cm) deep.

749464 Sportster bag

T-BAGS VEGAS BAG
The perfect day bag, the Vegas Bag provides a full cubic foot of
storage and has an embossed rigid thermal formed lid, which
hides a full organizer for maps, keys, phone, pens and other small
items. Made of built-to-last tough 1680d ballistic nylon with fade-
resistant UV treatment, has a rigid construction with roomy
thermal formed v-gusset side pockets. A carrying handle plus
hidden padded back pack straps
that store in their own zippered
compartment ensure easy
mobility and the
attached bungee-
bottom rain cover
will keep your
items dry when on
the move.
Bag measures
14 3/4” (38cm) high
by 10” (25cm) wide and is 10” (25cm) deep. The Universal
Mounting System easily adjusts to fit backrests from 7” (18cm) to
14” (36cm) wide.

749468 Vegas Bags
**T-BAGS SADDLEBAG COOLER**

This soft bag cooler is large enough to fit a six pack and ice, while still fitting most saddlebags. Made of tough polyester plastic and features insulated liner with welded seams to keep moisture inside. Measures 10” (25cm) high by 11” (28cm) wide by 5 1/2” (14cm) deep.

*Note:* Keep bag in an upright position to avoid leakage through the zipper. Recommended to be used with re-freezable ice packs.

**T-BAGS UNIVERSAL SOFT LUGGAGE**

The T-bags Universal Soft Luggage is made of tough 1680d ballistic nylon with UV inhibitors for sun protection. Comes complete with Top Net and Top Roll for added capacity for your bike and features large flat side pockets for storage of maps and similar smaller items. Bag measures 20” (51cm) high by 13” (33cm) wide and is 9” (23cm) deep. Top Roll measures 14” (36cm) wide and a 10” (25cm) diameter. Universal Mounting System adjusts to fit 7” (18cm) to 14” (36cm) backrests.

*Note:* Top Roll does not have a mounting loop for separate usage.

**Note:** All T-Bags products come with a Lifetime Warranty.

**749457 Saddlebag cooler**

**749470 Universal Soft Luggage**
**T-BAG LONESTAR TOP ROLL**

The Lonestar's Adjustable Mounting System quickly attaches to any backrest from 7” (18cm) to 14” (36cm) wide and can rest on either your luggage rack or your passenger seat. Simply slide the mounting loop over the backrest on your cruiser, tie it down and you’re ready to ride! When you’re done, this motorcycle travel bag’s attached backpack straps make it easy to take with you. Bag measures 16” (41cm) wide and is 9” (23cm) in diameter.

749475 Lonestar Top Roll

---

**T-BAGS DRESSER HELMET BAG**

With two quick release straps for sissy bar mounting and two separate straps for dresser rack mounting, whichever way you attach it, your Dresser bag is secure. Memory foam and formed panels allow the bag to maintain its shape when empty and rigid formed plastic bottom insert eliminates any possibility of bag drop. Features 4 large side pockets and 8 smaller ones, 4 of which are designed to hold small water bottles, two inside mesh pockets for small items, a mesh retainer at the lid opening and a plush foam bottom to avoid scratching of any stored helmets. A convenient top carrying handle plus a separate detachable shoulder sling allow for easy transport, 5 D-rings for additional tie down points, high-reflective non-scratch piping for night riding safety and a bungee-bottom reflective rain cover to keep your contents dry under most weather types. Bag measures 13 1/2” (34cm) high by 24” (61cm) wide and 12” (31cm) deep. Will fit any backrest 7” (18cm) to 14” (36cm) wide thanks to the expandable mounting loop system.

**Note:** Luggage rack required or mount on passenger seat.

749471 Dresser helmet bag

---

Note: All T-Bags products come with a Lifetime Warranty.
**T-BAGS SPORT TOURING BAG**

A hard sport touring bag with a rubberized arch bottom that minimizes slippage and conforms to the mounting surface as it is tightened. Fits most sport, sport-touring, and cruisers with no backrests. Fits any size rear seat/pillion, no luggage rack required! Built to last of fade resistant 1680d ballistic nylon with self-mending coil zippers and top-quality connecting buckles and features two non-attached D-rings which can be attached to the license plate bolts for added mounting options, full lid opening for ease of loading, two spacious external zippered pockets and an expandable main compartment for 4” (10cm) additional storage, hi-visibility reflective trim for night safety, reflective and expandable bungee-bottom rain cover with waterproof expansion zipper, backpack straps and two sheets of clear film to protect your paint from scratching.

Bag measures 12” (31cm) wide at the front, 8” (20cm) at the rear and is 14” (36cm) deep.

**T-BAGS STOW-A-WAY BAG**

The T-Bags Stow-A-Way collapsible bag folds into an attractive backrest-sized package when not in use on your bike. The convenient bottom pocket lets you easily store small objects when the bag is closed. Features a full top opening large enough for a full face helmet, a foam filled bottom which insulates cargo from the luggage rack, four external pockets of various sizes carry everything from cell phones to rain suits, hidden padded backpack straps and an instant access bungee-bottom rain cover for those rainy days. Bag measures 18 1/2” (47cm) high by 12 1/2” (32cm) wide by 9 1/2” (24cm) deep in fully expanded form, or 10” (25,4cm) high by 11” (28cm) wide by 5” (13cm) deep un-expanded. Fits backrests 7” (18cm) to 14” (36cm) wide.

**Note:** Luggage rack required or mount on passenger seat.

**749473** Sport Touring bag

**749472** Stow-A-Way bag

*www.zodiac.nl*
**T-BAGS DRESSER ROLLER BAG**

The T-bags Dresser Roller Bag offers double the cargo capacity of average motorcycle bags, with ball bearing wheels to easily roll the bag to your lodgings. Designed for optimum fit on 20” (50.8cm) wide H-D tubular Premium Tour Pak rack, features a handle at each end for easy lifting (fixed handle at the wheel end, a hidden fold-out handle at the top), 4 quick release security straps for rock solid mounting, 3 roomy top zipper pockets for water bottles and other medium size items, an external gusset pocket on passenger side of bag for easy access, external organizer for smaller items, 8 mesh pockets at the underside of all 4 lids and 4 in the main storage cavity, 360 degree reflective scratch resistant hi visibility piping and bungee-bottom rain cover with hi visibility reflective for night and all weather riding safety.

Bag measures 12” (31cm) high by 26” (66cm) wide by 12” (31cm) deep.

**749474** Dresser roller bag

---

**T-BAGS FLY-N-RIDE BAG**

The T-bags Fly-N-Ride bag is both a Sissy bar bag for your bike, and a airplane hand luggage bag due to it’s size matching with airliner guidelines. The bag rolls between seats in narrow airline aisles and fits in overhead compartments. When you have landed, simply use the expandable loop mounting system to fit it over any backrest 7” (18cm) to 14” (36cm) wide and you are good to ride. Features ball-bearing rolling wheels, a telescopic handle that is covered for motorcycle travel, top and side carrying handles, heavy webbing straps tie-down system with easy quick-release buckles, inside full lid mesh pocket with elastic compression straps, five medium to large front external storage zipper pockets with self-mending YKK coil zippers and a bungee-bottom external rain cover with high visibility reflective for night and rainy weather riding.

Bag measures 20” (51cm) high by 15 1/2” (40cm) wide by 9” (23cm) deep. Fits inside 1996 thru 2013 King TourPaks without inside light housing and all 2014 King TourPaks.

**749478** Fly-N-Ride bag

---

**CUSTOM TRAVEL BAGS**
**T-BAGS OFFICE BAG**

The Office Bag features three separate compartments with accordion files, a padded laptop sleeve and an organizer, making it easy to take your work on the road. Includes a high-density foam throughout the bag lining to protect its contents, an external phone compartment for easy access, a bungee-bottom reflective cover for all-weather riding protection, a leather-wrapped carrying handle and hidden padded backpack straps for carrying convenience. Measures 16 1/2” (42cm) by 14” (35,5cm) by 8 1/2” (21,5cm) and comes with a universal mounting system to fit backrests 7” (17,75cm) to 14” (35,5cm) wide.

**Note:** Does not fit Indian backrest OEM # 2879666-06.

749479 Office bag

---

**T-BAGS SADDLEBAG CAPS FOR HARBAGS**

These Saddle Bag Caps are thermoformed to perfectly fit over OEM hard saddlebag lids, no stretching and pulling to get them to fit right. Features dent-recovery foam between rich synthetic leather and soft felt undersides ensure no scratching to your precious paint. Installs with adhesive Velcro pads that attach to the inside of the saddlebag lids. Sold in pairs.

749455 Fits 1993 thru 2013 style hard bags
749476 Fits 2014 to present style hard bags

---

**T-BAG KICKSTAND BOOTS**

A handy tool to bring with you on trips, these heavy PVC “Boots” distribute your bike’s weight and prevents your kickstand from sinking into hot asphalt, dirt and grass. Bright orange colored so you won’t forget to pick it back up again. The oval footprint works with most side- and center stands. Sold to dealers in 12-packs.

749480 Each
749477 Dealer pack of 12

**Note:** All T-Bags products come with a Lifetime Warranty.
T-Bags combine convenience, quality and versatility

Materials used in every T-Bag are the finest available

Lifetime Warranty for T-Bags

Zodiac represents over 40 years of experience in developing, supplying and distributing the highest quality replacement parts and accessories for Harley-Davidson motorcycles.

www.zodiac.nl